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Abstract— ERP for jewellery shop provides best platform for 

the small business also helps to increase profit because of the 

better operational efficiency and feasibility. Jewellery 

manufacturing trading is different from the other commercial 

small & big businesses as it contains the price values based 

upon the market rate which varies day by day. It hence raise 

same problem that the sales order does not coincide with the 

state of delivery since the price of the raw materials may be 

increased in the due course of time. Large amount of stock is 

important to buy during the decrease so that the company will 

benefits in the long term. This surely can’t be achieved with 

the ancient model excel and spreadsheet. You must in need of 

an automotive system that will alert you whenever the rate is 

favorable for you, whenever a customer’s payment will be 

due. With increased demand of Gold & Diamond Jewellery, 

the Jewellery Wholesalers have challenge of keeping large 

stocks of ready to sale Jewellery & ornament and secondly 

maintaining its inventory properly. Even market demands are 

higher; it's not always possible in case of such high value 

items like gold & diamond. Here Acme infinity works as a 

real Technology Partner in Jewellery Wholesaling.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Here the Jewellery manufacturing trading is different from 

the other commercial small & big businesses as it contains the 

price values based upon the market rate which vary day by 

day. It hence raise same problem that the sales order does not 

coincide with the state of delivery since the price of the raw 

materials may be increased in the due course of time. Large 

amount of stock is important to buy during the decrease so 

that the company will benefits in the long term. This surely 

can’t be achieved with the ancient model excel and 

spreadsheet. ERP can be the best solution for small as well as 

large business transactions of the industry. It provides 

solution for the small business and increase profit because of 

the better Operational Efficiency and feasibility. Sometime 

promoting your business in all levels such as Sales, Customer 

relationship management, Inventory, Payroll, Assets, 

Manufacturing process, etc. can be a tedious task. To manage 

everything smoothly and at the same time, with efficiency, 

you require ERP software to be the backbone for your small 

as well as large scale businesses. In Jewellery designs & their 

quantity cannot be carried together for ordering & sales 

purpose. For small Orders, it's not possible for Jewellery 

Retailer to shut down the shop & visit Jewellery Wholesaler 

for the requirements. 

Volume of Jewellery for presentation, ready to sale 

quantity & of ordered Jewellery is huge. So, proper & 

accurate Stock Maintenance becomes the niche for Jewellery 

Wholesaler. Also avoiding leakages & thefts is hard task to 

be 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

As used before some technology like databases in some way 

for small amount of data. Likewise some hospital 

management, College data management or any local data 

accessing softwares. They get phisible solution for that small 

amount of data. But in case of large amount of data they are 

not getting such type of data management for their huge 

amount of data. Then in these types of cases ERP can a best 

option for that to store large amount of data and also 

accessing that data like inventory and retrieving that data. In 

Jewellery designs & their quantity cannot be carried together 

for ordering & sales purpose. For small Orders, it's not 

possible for Jewellery Retailer to shut down the shop & visit 

Jewellery Wholesaler for the requirements. Volume of 

Jewellery for presentation, ready to sale quantity & of ordered 

Jewellery is huge. So, proper & accurate Stock Maintenance 

becomes the niche for Jewellery Wholesaler. Also avoiding 

leakages & thefts is hard task to be achieved. Inward & 

Outward is heavy & it happens continually with regular 

customers. So their Accounts should be maintained up to date 

& clear. Many jewellers have sizable revenue through make 

to order & repair services. ERP manage Jewellery Stock 

according to weight/set/Design wise. It also manages 

developer’s account, repairing stock and order stock. It 

allows making charge, wastage, costing Maintain purity wise. 

ERP gives a platform to form a modernized Showroom 

Management As it results in reduction of time to stock Tally. 

It also provides such facilities that makes you to do easy & 

fast billing with Accuracy. The fast and accurate billing 

automatically increases customers Satisfaction & Business 

Improvement. In the end the most important point is 

integrated accounting that gives you "PAPERLESS SHOP" 

achieved. Inward & Outward is heavy & it happens 

continually with regular customers. So their Accounts should 

be maintained up to date & clear. Many jewellers have sizable 

revenue through make to order & repair services. 

III. PROPOSED WORK 

ERP for jewellery Shop uses database for storing large 

amount of data of transaction done between customer and 

store owner for selling gold and silver ornaments. This 

project is based on database jewellery shop management 

system using PHP programming language and Java-script. 

We are using Database system for storing data like personal 

details of shop owner and customers, detail information about 

ornaments of shop, information about transaction between 

customer and shop owner. We are using HTML web pages 

for designing of our software for user friendly software. We 

are giving security to software by giving it user id and 

passwords for authenticated users. Here we requires PHP 5, 

CSS Bootstrap, HTML web page designing and mySQL 

database management system. We are providing login page 

for authorisation of end user for store owner that gives a 

specific space for end user to access their data separately. We 

are taking personal details of end user like name, address, 

Email ID and so on. We are providing user name and 

password for user that will secure the data of that user from 

others. Also by another user name and password, another user 

would access the data allocated for that another user. 
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IV. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 

Better Inventory Management Accurate Stock Checking 

lowers inventory costs at high level Saves time by avoiding 

redundant stock checking increased visibility over the Stock 

Reduced out of stock conditions Guard your Assets It 

provides maximum security for expensive jewels. Increased 

Efficiency Multiple items can be tracked and scanned at the 

same time enabling fast billing at POS counter it reduces 

crowd at billing terminal. Retailers will be able to quickly and 

easily carry out inventory control twice a day using desktop 

scanners. Wholesale customers will also be able to offer 

enhanced finance and more cost effective insurance solutions 

to their retail partners. It facilitates automatic and multiple 

object identification, accounting, stock-taking all of which 

tremendously improves the efficiency of the process. It 

provides speedier data collection. Jewelry Tagging gives you 

quick access to a detailed inventory with information about 

products. 

 
Fig. : System Architecture 

V. WORK CARRIED OUT 

A. Acquiring Domain Knowledge 

A domain name is your website name. A domain name is the 

address where Internet users can access your website. A 

domain name is used for finding and identifying computers 

on the Internet. Computers use IP addresses, which are a 

series of number. 

B. Server: XAMPP 

XAMP is a free and open source cross-platform web server 

solution stack package developed by Apache Friends, 

consisting mainly of the Apache HTTP Server, MariaDB 

database, and interpreters for scripts written in the PHP and 

Perl programming languages. XAMPP stands for Cross-

Platform (X), Apache (A), MariaDB (M), PHP (P) and Perl 

(P). It is a simple, lightweight Apache distribution that makes 

it extremely easy for developers to create a local web server 

for testing purposes. 

C. Database: MySQL 

MySQL is an open-source relational database management 

system (RDBMS), in July 2013, it was the world's second 

most widely used RDBMS, and the most widely used open-

source client–server model RDBMS. It is named after co-

founder Michael Widenius's daughter, My. The SQL 

acronym stands for Structured Query Language. The MySQL 

development project has made its source code available under 

the terms of the GNU General Public License, as well as 

under a variety of proprietary agreements. 

D. Web browser: Google Chrome 

Google Chrome is a freeware web browser developed by 

Google. It used the WebKit layout engine until version 27 and 

with the exception of its iOS releases, from version 28 and 

beyond uses the WebKit fork Blink. It was first released as a 

beta version for Microsoft Windows on September 2, 2008, 

and as a stable public release on December 11, 2008. 

E. Coding 

For our Project we are done the coding in PHP Language. 

PHP is a server-side scripting language designed for web 

development but also used as a general-purpose programming 

language. PHP code may be embedded into HTML code, or 

it can be used in combination with various Web template 

systems and web frameworks. PHP code is usually processed 

by a PHP interpreter implemented as a module in the web 

server or as a Common Gateway Interface (CGI) executable. 

Results 

 
Fig. 1: Login page 

 
Fig. 2: Home Page 

 
Fig. 3: Products Rates 

 
Fig. 4: Add Product Category 
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Fig. 5: Bill form 

 
Fig. 6: Loan 

 
Fig. 7: Expenses 

 
Fig. 8: Search Product 

 
Fig. 9: Add Product 

 
Fig. 10: Accounting 

 
Fig. 11: Pie-Chart 

 
Fig. 12: Bill Creation 

VI. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

In this user can log in the software by using user name and 

password as registered before. After logging in software user 

can access the functions of software like entering the gold 

rate, to make a bill, add a product category and product details 

also making of Excel Sheets and Pie-charts for accounting. 

Inventory module in the sense it stores product details such 

as product category, type, length, weight, height, purity, 

quantity of particular product for same category, making 

charges for product and stock keeping unit (SKU) for 

product. After storing these product details we can search any 

product form the inventory by the product category in search 

function at home page of software. Here user can make a bill 

form of product bought from customer. User can create bill 

form by entering customer details such as customer’s full 

name, address, E-mail Id, contact number. Here user enters 

the SKU for entering the product details that are bought by 

customer. So that SKU can describe the details of product. 

User can directly print bill form by using this module. A 

customer can take gold loan from a jewellery firm on monthly 

interest of amount of loan. This module provides information 

about customer details, product details such as product type, 

category, weight and its purity. Also amount of loan taken on 
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product and date of loan issue. Here user can enter multiple 

products in this module for loan facility. 

VII. CONVENIENCE, EASE, ACCESSIBILITY 

This project is based on database jewellery shop management 

system using PHP programming language and Java-script. 

Also Database system for storing data like personal details of 

shop owner and customers, detail information about 

ornaments of shop, information about transaction between 

customer and shop owner. We are using HTML web pages 

for designing of our software for user friendly software and 

we are giving security to software by giving it user id and 

passwords for authenticated users. 

VIII. INFORMATION MANAGEMENT 

ERP can be the best solution for small as well as large 

business transactions of the industry. It provides solution for 

the small business and increase profit because of the better 

Operational Efficiency and feasibility. Sometime promoting 

your business in all levels such as Sales, Customer 

relationship management, Inventory, Payroll, Assets, 

Manufacturing process, etc. can be a tedious task. To manage 

everything smoothly and at the same time, with efficiency, 

you require ERP software to be the backbone for your small 

as well as large scale businesses. 

IX. FUTURE WORK 

As entering the big amount of data fastly so that user can have 

a reduced man work for storing the data in software. And also 

accessing the data efficiently such as instant bill generation 

and excel sheets and also the PieCharts. This software 

manages the firm customer data, maintaining inventory, and 

integrated accounting that resulting customer and owner’s 

satisfaction also for business improvements. 

X. CONCLUSION 

Multiple items can be tracked and scanned at the same time 

enabling fast billing at POS counter It reduces crowd at 

billing terminal. Retailers will be able to quickly and easily 

carry out inventory control twice a day using desktop 

scanners. Wholesale customers will also be able to offer 

enhanced finance and more cost effective insurance solutions 

to their retail partners. It facilitates automatic and multiple 

object identification, accounting, stock-taking all of which 

tremendously improves the efficiency of the process. It 

provides speedier data collection. Jewelry Tagging gives you 

quick access to a detailed inventory with information about 

which items are selling best. 
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